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Introduction
The purpose of this note is to give a partial answer to the following conjecture which is a function theoretic analogue of Mordell conjecture and was formulated by S. Lang, E. Bombieri and J.Noguchi ([6], [10], [11]):
Let K be a function field over the complex number field C. Let V be a
projective variety defined over K, Ωv/K the sheaf of regular differential 1-forms
ωv the canonical invertible sheaf. Recall that V is called a variety of general type
if the rational mapping associated with the /-th pluri-canonical system | ωγ | for an
integer />0 is birational. We say that V is isotrivial if there exist a projective
variety Vo defined over C and a finite extention K' of K such that V®KK'
is birationally equivalent to V0(g)cKf.
Conjecture M. Let V be a projective variety of general type defined over
K. Suppose that V is not isotrivial. Then the set of K-rational points of V cannot
be Zariski dense in V.
(i) Mordell conjectured that any curve of genus > 2 defined over a number
field ® does not admit an infinite number of β-rational points, which is proved
by G. Faltings. An analogue of Modell conjecture over function fields was
proved by Y. Manin and H. Grauert ([2], [3], [6]).
In this case a curve is assumed to be not isotrivial over the definition function field.
(ii) J. Noguchi ([11]) and M. Deschamps ([1]) proved Conjecture M under
the assumption that Ωv/K is ample, in other words the fundamental sheaf
Op(Qjr/κ.)(l) of the projective bundle P(Ωv/κ) is ample. Note that if OP(Qv/E.)(l)
1
is ample then 0P(Qr/κ.)(a)®ωP(Qv/κ)~
for some α > 0 is ample, which turns out
to be nef and big (for the definition see § 1).
(iii) A compact analytic space X is said to be hyperbolic if any holomorphic
map from C into X is constant, i.e., X does not contain any singular elliptic curve
as well as any rational curve. It is conjectured that a hyperbolic variety is a
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variety of general type.
(iv) D. Riebesehl ([12]) proved Conjecture M under the hypothesis of
negative curvature and the assumption that all the fibres have negative curvature.
Further J. Noguchi ([10j) proved it under the hypothesis that V is hyperbolic
with the Chern class c(ωv) represented by a semipositive (1, l)-form.
(v) Conjecture M follows from the boundendness hypothesis to the effect
that the intersection number (Γ, ω*) is bounded above for any non-singular curve
Γ with fixed genus contained in a given variety ([9]).
The main result of this paper is the following:
Let K be a function field over C and let V be a projective non-singular
variety over K.
Theorem. Assume that V is of general type and that the fundamental sheaf
0 P ( Q F / K ) ( 1 ) of the projective bundle P(ΩV/K) is K-nef and K-bίg and that there exists a>0 such that OP(Ωr/κ.)(a)®ωp\Qv/E.)
is K-nef. The set of K-rational points
{sλ{K)} is not dense in V provided that V is not isotrivial over K.
REMARKS, (a) Under the same assumption as above, V does not contain
any rational curve but may contain a singular elliptic curve.
(b) In the previous paper ([9]), the same result was proved under the assumption that 0{a)®p*ω'χι isfop-ntίover the whole X, not only over the generic
fibre.

1.

Notation

We recall the following
DEFINITION ([4]). Let/: X-+S be a proper morphism onto a variety S and
L an invertible sheaf on X. Let η be the generic point of S and Lv denote the
restriction of L to the generic fibre Xη. An invertible sheaf L is f-ample if for
Γ
m
Γ
n
any coherent sheaf £F, the natural homomorphisms /*/sf:(2 ®L )->2 (g)Z/ for
some m0 and any m>mQ are surjective. An invertible sheaf L is said to be /big, if for any invertible sheaf M on X, the natural homomorphism/*/ί|ί(M(2)Lw)
m
lw
-^>M®L for some m>0 is not zero, in other words/slς(M<8)L )Φθ. And an
invertible sheaf L is said to be f-nef if deg^L^O for every curve D which is
mapped to a point on S by/. When S=Sρec K,f-big and f-nef are said to be
K-big and K-nef, respectively.

Let / : X->S be a proper surjective morphism of projective complex manifolds. Let K be the function field of S and V the generic fibre of/. We let
Γίγ/K denote the sheaf of the Kahler differential on F, let P(Ωvjκ) denote the projective bundle associated to £lvjκ over V and let OP^v/κ){\)
denote the funda-
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mental sheaf over P(Ω,V/K). We denote by ωv the canonical invertible sheaf,
i.e., detΩy/tf. We have the exact sequence
0 — / * Ω * — Ω κ -* Ωv/κ — 0 .
Then P(Ω 7 / *)cP(Ω 7 ).

I
X
Fl
S

We have Ωv=Ov®o(Ωx\v)

D I
=> F
• |/

and Ω#=

P(Ω*) =>
1 • I
X Z) V

Z> SpecK

Here • means that the diagram is cartesian.

2. Proof of the main theorem
In order to prove the theorem, we first consider the case in which
tr. deg KjC=\.
In this case, we denote S by C.
Lemma 1. Some power O(β) of the fundamental sheaf (5(1) on P(ΩV) is
generated by its global sections for any /3>0.
Proof. We will use the following Kawamata-Shoklov's base point free
theorem (see [4], Base Point Free Theorem):
Let X be a compact manifold andf:X-^S a proper surjective morphism onto a
variety. Assume that L*®ωxι is f-nef and f-big for some a>0 and that L is fnef Then there exists a positive integer mQ such that /*/^L m ->L m is surjective
for any m>m0.
We return to the proof.
Observing the exact sequence 0->CV->ΩF->Ω7/#->0, one sees that P(Ω,V/K)
is identified with a member D of the complete linear system |0(1)| on P(Ω 7 ).
One has the following exact sequence:
0 - 0 0 8 - 1 ) - O(β) - 0flO8) - 0 .
By the assumption of the theorem, one has H1(OD(β))=0 for β>a using
Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem ([4]). Hence dim /^(©(/S)) is a monotonous decreasing function in β if β > 0. Thus H°(O(β))-*H°(OD{β)) is surjective for sufficiently large number β. On the other hand, applying KawamataShoklov's base point free theorem [4] to OD(l), one sees that OD(β) is base point
free for /3>/3 0 >0. Combining these observations, one proves the lemma. •
Set g=fop. Then the surjection g*g*0(O~>O(/) for / > 0 gives a g-birational morphism φ: P(Ωv)-*P(g*O(l)).
Thus one obtains the following
diagram:
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P(g*O(l))
/
K
Let 3* be a coherent sheaf over V and let T-+V be a map such that there exists a surjection 3T->£y where . £ is an invertible sheaf over T. Then there
exists a unique map T->P{3!) over F" such that 3T-^X is the pull-back to T of
the fundamental surjection 3rp(2?)->0p(3r)(l). Applying this to the natural
surjections Ωyl^oD-^ίl,^), we have the Gauss maps σ λ : sx(K)-*P(Ω,v). Let
Z be a component of the Zariski closure of the set of ^-rational points
iσλ(sλ(K))} defined by Gauss map such that p(Z)=V. For each /, the / multiple
of the divisor D=P(ΩV/K) is the pull-back of a hyperplane X of P(g*(Γ)). We
denote φ(Z) by W. We divide into two cases:
(i)
(ii)
We prove some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let U denote P(Ω,V)—P(Ω,V/K). Put σx(sλ(K))= the rational
point defined by the natural surjection Ωv| sλ(κ)-*Ωsλ(κ) defining σλ: sλ(K)->P(Ωv).
Then σ λ factors through U. Let T be any scheme over V such that there exist an
invertible sheaf L and a surjection Clv \ Γ-> L. Then we have a V-morphism φ:
T-j>P(Ωιγ). We have the following diagram:
0

> Oy\T

>ίly\T

•ΩK/JTIΓ

>0

0(1) I T
Let t be a point of T. If φ(t) e D, we have a(t)=0 and if φ(t) e t/, a(t) is bijectίve.
Hence if TaU, a(T) is bijective and the exact sequence above splits over T.
Proof.

Since /*Ω*=σί<?(l), the result follows,

(cf. [1])

Lemma 3. Let u: M->N be a proper surjective morphism between varieties.
Suppose that N is a normal variety. Then the exact sequence O-^F-^E-* Q-+0 of
locally free sheaves of finite rank on N splits if and if the pull back of this sequence
splits on M.
Proof. It follows from the injectivity of the natural map Hι(L)->H\u*L)
for any locally free coherent sheaf L.
•
Case (i).
Note that φ{Z) consists of a single point. From Lemmas 2 and 3, one has
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the splitting of the exact sequence 0-+>f*Ωκ-*Ώγ-*Ωv/κ-*Q. We take a projective non-singular model of/: F-»Sρec K> denoted by/: X-*C. Thus/ :X-+C
is locally trivial in the sense of etale topology.
Case (ii).
Note that ZΓΊDφφ.
Lemma 4. The K-rational points {σλosλ(K)} on P(ΩV) are not contained
in Bs I O(β)®ωJk \ for general λ nad some β and k>0.
Proof. Observing the exact sequence 0-*Όv-*ΏV'-*Ωγ/κ-*Ό, one sees that
P(ΩV/K) on P(ΩV) is a divisor of the complete linear system | 0 ( 1 ) | . One has
the following exact sequence:
0 -* O(β-ί)®ωJk

-> O(β)®ωJk -+ OD{β+k)®ωτk

-> 0 .

By the assumption of the theorem we can apply Kawamata-Viehweg's vanishing
theorem to obtain Hι{OD{β + k)®ω£*) = 0, if β>a{k + l) — k. Hence
dim£jΓ1((?(/?)<g>ωp*) is a monotonous decreasing function in β if β > 0 . Thus
H°(O(β)®ωJι)-^H°(OD(β+k)®ω'Bk) is surjective for sufficiently large number
β. By the hypothesis of the theorem, applying Kawamata's base point free
theorem [4] to OD{at)®ω'iι for af>2a, one concludes that OD(ka')®ωck is base
point free for sufficiently large β > 0 . On the other hand some power of OD(l)
is generated by its global sections by Kawamata's theorem. Thus OD(β+k)®ω'Bk
is generated by its global sections for sufficiently large β and &>0. Hence
Bs\O(β)®ωJk\ f]D = φ. Since Z n # Φ φ , we'conclude that Bs\O(β)®ωJk\
does not include Z.
Considering/: X->C, we have some ample invertible sheaf L on C such that
the natural map
α λ o 5 λ ( c ) ®H\σ λ o S λ (C) y Θ(β)®O(ωΫ)®p*f*L)-Θ(β)®O(ω-rk)®p*f*L

\

W

c

)

is generically surjective for suitable β, k>0. Hence we have a dense set of curves
{σλ(ίλ(C))} in Z such that the intersection (O(β)®ωJk®p*f*L,
σ λ °J λ (C))>0.
recalling that
), σλoSλ(C)) = 2g-2 , ωP/x = 0 ( - n - l ) ® / > * det Ωx ,
one has
), p*ω"x)

By the projection formula, one obtains
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ωx)

By the Viehweg formula ([14]), one has κ(ωx®f*L)=κ(ωv)-{-l.
Hence for any
ample invertible sheaf H over X there exist a positive integer v and an effective
divisor F such that (ωx®f*Ly = H-\-F. Thus we can bound the degree of
sections Cλ=σx(C) which are not contained in F of X and we have at most a
finite number of Hubert polynomials of the graphs Γ λ of sections C λ in OxX.
Thus we let H be a Hubert scheme parametrizing proper subschemas in CxX
with the Hubert polynomials mentioned above. Thus we have a subvariety
T° which parametrizes the graphs Γ λ of sections C λ , whose set is dense i n X
Let T be a compactification of T°. Hence we have the following commutative
diagram:
/

\

X

CxT

\

/

c
Thus/: X-*O is birationally trivial over C from the lemma ([7], section 5(p. 115),
Appendix (p. 119)):
Let T be a complete variety and φ: Tx S-*X be a dominant S-rational map.
Then X is birationally trivial over S.
We can easily reduce the general case to the case when tr. deg KjC= 1. Considering the ρluri-S-canonical mapping X/S -^Psif^ωψ/s) for &>0 and noting
that varieties of general type have no infinitesimal automorphisms except for
finite automorphisms, we have a dense open 5° in S such that every fibre of
X/S is birational, since w"e can join any two points in *S° by a non singular curve
in 5°. Hence one can find etale covering Sr over S such that the pull-back of
the pluri-iS-canonical mapping XIS-+Ps(f*ω$/s) is trivial.
Q.E.D.
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